
MINGUS QUINTET 2

We are pleased to announce the launch of Mingus Quintet 2 for 2022.

The best elements of the Mingus series have gone into this update, making Mingus 

Quintet 2 a far superior upgrade. By adding solid wood tops and bottoms, using an 

advanced mat for extra damping and employing our successful Marten Isolators, the 

cabinet is almost resonance-free. The first order crossover is better too, with a more 

open, clean, dynamic sound, yet still powerful in the bass.

This one of our most refined updates to date.

Mingus Quintet 2 — €62,400

MQ2 Statement Edition — €72,900
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MINGUS QUINTET 2

Mingus Quintet 2 builds on the successes of our Mingus series. We’ve pulled together 

the best elements of the series into one model update.

It has five drivers, including a pure diamond tweeter, pure ceramic mid-range and 

aluminium sandwich bass domes. We’ve also improved the first order crossover for a 

more open, clean and dynamic sound.

Resonance control is greatly improved with superior materials, such as an advanced 

mat for extreme damping. Stability is further increased by the solid wood tops and 

bottoms, available in Zebrano, Walnut and Oak.

Marten Isolators reduce resonance by separating the cabinet from the supporting 

surface. And with 4 levels of bass control, Mingus Quintet 2 is easy to place in most 

rooms.

Mingus Quintet 2 can be upgraded to Statement Edition featuring Jorma Statement 

internal wiring and better quality components.

Find out more: www.marten.se/products/mingus/mingus-quintet-2/

At a glance

• New for 2022

• Update to Mingus Quintet

• 3-way bass reflex

• 1x diamond tweeter / 1x ceramic mid-range /  

3x aluminium sandwich bass

• First order crossover

• Jorma internal wiring

• Mirror polished stainless steel with Marten 

Isolators

• Upgradable to Statement Edition

• Solid wood tops and bottoms: Zebrano, Walnut 

and Oak

• Advanced mat for damping of cabinet

• 4 level bass control


